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Details of Visit:

Author: Vronsky
Location 2: Bermondsey
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 19 Aug 2011 2.30 pm
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07425794955

The Premises:

In block of flats on Jamaica Road. Internally one long corridor with rooms off. Council block. Was
safe but place was run down. Bumped into another punter on the way in which was careless of the
establishment.

The Lady:

This girl is stunning with coffee coloured complexion and beautiful features. Not large breasts but
lovely figure nonetheless. She's Brazilian.

The Story:

Main problem was that she speaks virtually no english, so proceedings conducted in silence.
Started with me giving her a massage. Once I had got to the erotic bit, she wanted to turn over and
pay attention to me. So she started wanking me even while I was playing with her clit which is
unusual - mostly girls seem to prefer me to concentrate on them first.

Moved on to reverse oral which I think she enjoyed, allowing me to insert one but not two fingers,
and she then repaid the complement (without the fingers!). This eventually led to her crouching in
front of me and getting my cock into her. I sat up and put her legs around me and then slowly
rocked her up and down on my cock which was lovely. After a bit of this I thought I'd get on top, but
the act of withdrawal was too much and I came quietly.

She was a bit withdrawn. Her entry on the other site says she works 7 days a week , 12 hours a
day, which would exhaust anyone. However, she was pleasant enough without being involved. I
think I would like to visit again to see if I could get a bit further.
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